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ABOUT OPUS INTERACTIVE

Founded in 1994, Opus Interactive provides cloud hosting, managed 
services and colocation from Tier III+ data centers in Hillsboro, Portland, 
Santa Clara, and Dallas.
 
Through close partnerships with industry-leaders and a commitment to 
customer satisfaction, Opus Interactive has earned a reputation for willingness 
to design and build customized hosting solutions that fit unique requirements 
for equipment, scalability, budget, and future growth needs of its customers. 
 
Headquartered in Portland, Oregon, Opus Interactive is an accredited 
member of the International Managed Services Provider Alliance and is PCI 
compliant and SAS70/SSAE16 Type II audited.

 9 Cloud Hosting
 9 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
 9 Data Center Services + Colocation
 9 Managed Hosting
 9 Backup and Disaster Recovery

Hosting solutions 
custom built for your needs.

www.opusinteractive.com

Custom solutions built to your 
hosting needs
Whether you’re looking to host a single server, outgrowing your existing 
datacenter, or simply looking for a better deal on your existing hosting 
solution, we have the space you need and on-site engineers to keep you 
online at state-of-the-art facilities throughout the United States.
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CLOUD HOSTING
Join the OpusCloud to boost your network 
performance, reduce costs, and scale your 
business on-demand. 

Packages starting as low as 
$69/month*

COLOCATION
Leverage your existing investment and gain 
access to our world class datacenters, multi-
homed internet connectivity, and backup 
resources. 

Your equipment will be safe, secure, and 
operating at peak performance in our state-of-
the-art facilities. 

As low as 
$129/month for 1/8 Cabinet**

CALL (866) 678-7955 FOR A QUOTE TODAY!
*VMware Virtual Server Basic Package 1 vCPU, 1 GB RAM, 10 GB disk space. Includes 800GB of bandwidth transfer 
per month overages at .15¢ per GB. ** 1/8 Cabinet Colocation Package 5U, 120V 6amps - .576kW usable. Includes 
800GB of bandwidth transfer per month overages at .15¢ per GB. 
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How cloud & colocation benefit 
your business
Managing the expertise and resources required to support the entire IT 
delivery ecosystem is becoming more difficult and more expensive for 
organizations of all sizes. Whether you’re just starting out, or exploring 
ways that allow you to focus more intently on your core business, cloud 
hosting and colocation offer a range of benefits for you including:

 9 PREMIUM FACILITIES
Free up valuable space and deliver your business operations from state-
of-the-art Tier III datacenters with as much geographic diversity as you need.

 9 IMPROVED REDUNDANCY
Ensure that your business remains up and running with redundant network, 
power, and cooling systems to deliver unrivalled system availability.

 9 SECURITY AND DATA PROTECTION
Rest assured that your business operations are protected against 
unauthorized access, fire and natural disasters, and safely guarded 
behind multiple layers of security including 24/7 onsite security, 
biometric and cardkey entry, cabinet and cage locks, and camera 
surveillance.

 9 LOWER COSTS
Gain access to enterprise-class infrastructure for a fraction of the cost 
and expand your options to scale to the levels you need while reducing 
IT and maintenance costs.

What you get when you choose 
Opus Interactive as your provider
At Opus Interactive we appreciate the fact that you have a choice of service 
providers. We are also confident that if you choose us as your hosting 
provider, you’ll discover a number of reasons why you made the right choice. 

We continue to gain clients by delivering a high level of service and 
maintaining communication, flexibility, and quick response capabilities. 
The most effective hosting solutions are built on a strength and balance of 
technologies, expertise, disciplines, and customer commitment. We are able 
to make our customers successful because we operate on these key aspects:

 9 OUR CUSTOMIZED APPROACH
We understand that each customer has unique needs. So, beginning 
with initial contact we work with you to understand your business 
requirments and goals and then design solutions that deliver. 
 

 9 OUR DEDICATED EXPERTISE
Our team of experts is committed to working closely with customers in 
order to engage the best innovative technology to solve problems and 
drive business success.

 9 OUR CERTIFICATIONS
Opus Interactive is experienced in the programs, systems, and 
technologies that businesses depend on the most. We’re a proud 
member of world-renowned IT organizations and have invested the time 
and energy to offer you business-critical compliance requirements, 
including SAS70/SSAE 16, PCI-DSS and HIPAA.

 9 OUR PARTNERSHIPS
We’re proud to be associated with leading companies that are known 
for quality and reliability. We believe that the very best solutions require 
the best technology, including both hardware and software products and 
services that have been tried and tested.

 9 OUR PREMIUM FACILITIES
Opus Interactive combines class leading hosting facilities with our own 
highly resilient network offering the perfect environment for your IT 
infrastructure. 

 9 OUR CUSTOMER COMMITMENT
From CEO to support technician, our team is made up of experts in 
cloud and colocation services who are dedicated to delivering what you 
need, when you need it.

We chose Opus Interactive 
because of their affordable 
price, multiple layers of 
security, redundant power, 
and their Internet pipeline.

- IT Manager
Real Estate Customer

TO LEARN MORE 
EMAIL SALES@OPUSINTERACTIVE.COM OR 

CALL (866) 678-7955
www.opusinteractive.com www.opusinteractive.com

Hosting solutions 
custom built for your needs.
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